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Four-goal ‘fandango’! 
Set-up – four scoring areas are set up, with pairs of coloured markers 

approximately 1.5m apart (see diagram). Players are split into two teams with bibs.

Action – players cannot move when the ball is in their hand. They must pass 

by throwing the ball to each other. A point can be scored – after completing 

a minimum of five passes – by rolling the ball along the floor through ANY of 

the scoring areas, as long as a team-mate picks up the ball cleanly once it has 

passed through the scoring area. Players can move ANYWHERE. Once a team 

has scored they swap possession over. Players dropping the ball or fumbling 

results in possession turn-over and resetting of the pass-count. 
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COACHING TIP
If any players are seen goal-hanging, or standing still, 

send them for a lap of the four goals (or to a press-up 

‘sin-bin’). This is a warm-up remember so they need to be 

getting warm!

VArIATIONS
Catch only – players have to pass the ball to 

each other under head height but on the full. 

Any time the ball hits the fl oor possession 

turns over. You score by under-arming the 

ball through a goal and it being caught on the 

other side.

roll only – as above but all passes must roll 

along the fl oor to encourage fi elding skills. 

Again, the ball must be cleanly fi elded after 

passing through a goal to count.

No returns – introduce the rule that players can’t 

return the ball to the player that passed to them

One-hand – players are only allowed to use 

one hand. This can work when either catching, 

or rolling the ball on the fl oor.

Bouncy-Bouncy – if the surface allows, players 

must bounce the ball once, but only once, as 

they pass to each other, and the ball must also 

bounce once (and only once) as they score.




